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Visual Perception Playmat 

BMG020 

150cm diameter circle black and white mat made from rubber backed polyester carpet. 

Benefits 
The Visual Perception Playmat ideal for placing babies on safely.  
Great for all small group activities, such as baby massage, small groups and tummy time activities. 
Soft mat can be used with other items to encourage more movement in safety, such as rocker and three piece set.  
Black and white geometric design helps to develop visual perception and figure ground perception. 
Great for creating a black and white area in your room.  
 

Activity Ideas 

The Visual Perception Playmat provides a focused area and is suitable for all small group activities. Sit together around the 

mat for singing or story time. Also suitable for baby massage, baby sign groups and Baby Moves sessions. 

Tummy time is necessary for a baby’s development, it strengthens their arm, neck and back muscles, and helps them to be 

in the right position for crawling. The playmat proves a comfortable place for you to lie your babies on. The bold geometric 

designs will hold their attention, increasing the time spent on their tummy. 

Place your sensory items, such as sensory treasure baskets, into the centre of the playmat, for a small group activity. 

Research has shown that babies are fascinated by bold geometric shapes which aid their visual development, this helps with 

the visual perception and figure ground perception. 

The Circular Visual Perception Mirror has Velcro on the underside to enable it to Velcro onto the Playmat. This will extend 

the range of activities and groups which will benefit from the Playmat. 

New-born babies are fascinated by faces, lay a small baby down by the two squares and rectangle shape which resembles a 

face. This helps a baby to focus and work both eyes together. 

Toddlers and small children can walk along the spiral shape into the middle and out again. Discuss with older children where 

we find spiral shapes, such as a snail’s shell. 

Toddlers can point to the bold shapes and trace around them with their fingers. 

Some of the shapes are repeated, can toddlers match them up? 

Older children can draw and trace the shapes onto paper or other surfaces. 

The Visual Perception Playmat fits inside the Multi-purpose Sensory Mat, extending the use of the Soft Mat to engage a larg-

er group. 

 

 


